SERVICE TERMS

(Web Version May 4, 2022)
Whenever Ansys provides consulting services to the Customer, a statement of work, consulting form or proposal (each, an
“SOW”) shall be executed which contains a description of the consulting services to be provided (“Services”), Customer’s
payment obligations with respect to the Services, and a reference to these service terms (“Service Terms”), which shall be
incorporated therein by reference. By signing said SOW, each party has caused these Service Terms to be executed by its
duly authorized representatives and agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of these Service Terms and the SOW
(collectively, the “Agreement”). As used herein, Ansys and Customer shall have the meanings set forth in the SOW.
1.
Fees, Payment, and Expenses
1.1.
The Customer shall pay Ansys in the amount(s) and by the due date(s) indicated in the SOW in exchange for the
Services.
1.2.
The Customer shall reimburse Ansys promptly for all reasonable and necessary expenses incurred by Ansys in
connection with providing the Services, including those reasonable and necessary travel expenses approved in advance by the
Customer or any outsourced/third party charges specified in the SOW.
1.3.
The invoiced amount is due and payable within thirty (30) days after Ansys’ invoice date. The Customer agrees to
pay to Ansys interest in an amount equal to 1.5% per month for any overdue balance.
2.
IP Infringement
2.1.
Ansys will defend at its expense, any claim, suit, or proceeding (each, a “Claim”) brought against the Customer by
any third party to the extent that such Claim is based on a claim that the Services infringe or misappropriate the third party’s
patent, copyright, trade secret or trademark (“Infringement Claim”). Ansys will pay all costs and damages finally awarded
against the Customer by a court of competent jurisdiction as the result of any such Infringement Claim; provided, however,
that the Customer (i) promptly notifies Ansys in writing of such Infringement Claim; (ii) promptly gives Ansys the right to
control and direct the investigation, preparation, defense and settlement of any such Infringement Claim, with counsel of
Ansys’ own choosing (provided that the Customer will have the right to reasonably participate, at its own expense, in the
defense of any such Infringement Claim); and (iii) provides assistance and full cooperation to Ansys and its counsel for the
defense of the Claim. If the Services are, or in Ansys’ opinion, may be held to infringe any third-party rights as set forth
above, Ansys may, in its sole discretion: (a) replace or modify the Services so as to avoid infringement; (b) obtain for the
Customer the right to continue to use the Services; or (c) require that the Customer returns that portion of the Services that
are infringing and provide a partial refund for such infringing Services. If the non-infringing portion of the Services cannot
be used by the Customer without access to that portion of the Services returned to Ansys hereunder, Ansys may agree to
refund the complete service fee paid by the Customer for the Services, provided that the Customer returns all of the
Deliverables provided by Ansys as part of the Services.
2.2.
The foregoing indemnity will not apply to any Claim based upon or arising from (i) use of the Services in
combination with any third-party equipment, software, or data for which it was not intended to be used; (ii) compliance by
Ansys with any designs, testing protocols/requests, or specifications of the Customer; (iii) modification of the Services other
than at the direction of Ansys; or (iv) the Customer’s continued use of the Services subsequent to receipt of (a) notice of any
claimed infringement or (b) notice from Ansys of its intent to exercise rights under Section 2.1.
2.3.
This Section 2 represents the sole and exclusive remedy of the Customer and the entire liability and obligation of
Ansys with respect to infringement or claims of infringement or misappropriation of any third-party intellectual property
right (including any trade secret) with respect to the Services.
3.
Confidential and Sensitive Information
3.1.
In the event that Ansys and the Customer have separately entered into a mutual confidentiality agreement that applies
to the Services, then the terms of that separate confidentiality agreement shall govern and Sections 3.2-3.5 below shall not
apply.
3.2.
Information disclosed by one party (the “Disclosing Party”) to the other party (the “Receiving Party”) that is marked
or identified as confidential or given the nature of the information or circumstances surrounding disclosure should reasonably
be understood to be confidential (“Confidential Information”) will remain the property of the Disclosing Party. Any reports
and/or information related to or regarding the business plans, strategies, technology, research and development, current and
prospective customers, bill records, and products or services of Ansys or its affiliates or suppliers will be deemed
Confidential Information even if not explicitly marked or identified. The Receiving Party will use the same degree of care as
it uses to protect its own similar confidential and proprietary information, but not less than reasonable care, to protect the
Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information. The Receiving Party agrees that it will not (i) use the Disclosing Party’s
Confidential Information for its own account or the account of any third party, except for the exercise of its rights and
performance of its obligations under this Agreement, or (ii) disclose any such Confidential Information to any party, other
than furnishing such Confidential Information to (a) its employees, affiliates, and consultants who need to access such
Confidential Information in connection with the exercise of its rights and performance of its obligations under this
Agreement and (b) professional advisors, provided that such employees, consultants and professional advisors are bound by
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written agreements of confidentiality or, in the case of professional advisors, ethical duties respecting such Confidential
Information, in accordance with the terms of this Section 3.
3.3.
The obligations of confidentiality set forth in this Section 3 will not extend to any information which: (i) was lawfully
known to the Receiving Party prior to receipt from the Disclosing Party; (ii) enters the public domain through no wrongful
act of breach of this Section 3 by the Receiving Party; (iii) is received by the Receiving Party from a third party having a
legal right to disclose such information; (iv) is developed independently by the Receiving Party without use of or reference to
the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information; or (v) is required by law, regulation or court order to be disclosed, so long
as the Receiving Party notifies the Disclosing Party in writing prior to disclosing the Confidential Information so that the
Disclosing Party has an opportunity to seek a protective order or other appropriate remedy from the proper authority. The
Receiving Party agrees to cooperate with the Disclosing Party in seeking such order or other remedy or in defining the scope
of any required disclosure. For clarity, Ansys shall not be restricted in any way, including with respect to disclosure and
publication, from exercising its intellectual property rights, including in and to the Software Deliverables or any other
software or know-how developed or used in connection with the Services, in whole or in part, or in combination with any
other software or know-how.
3.4.
The Disclosing Party shall not disclose without the Receiving Party’s prior written approval any technical data or
other information that is subject to export or re-export restrictions that would limit the Receiving Party’s ability to share such
information with individuals working for the Receiving Party in the United States who are neither United States citizens nor
United States green card holders.
3.5.
The obligations of the parties with regard to Confidential Information will survive for a period of three (3) years from
the date of the first disclosure of such Confidential Information.
3.6.
Customer agrees that it will not submit to Ansys any individually identifiable heath information including genetic
data, biometric data, demographic data, medical history, test results or other information that relates to past, present, or future
health conditions, healthcare services, healthcare coverage, and related payment services (collectively, “Health Data”) or any
other information that is subject to the Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPPA”) or other laws
that regulate the processing of Health Data. Customer acknowledges and agrees that Ansys is not a Covered Entity or
Business Associate (each as defined by the HIPPA).
4.
Intellectual Property Ownership and Licenses
4.1.
Nothing in this Agreement shall alter in any way or, except as expressly set forth herein, convey to the other party
any rights in and to any intellectual property (a) owned, licensed, or to which a party otherwise had a valid claim prior to
commencement of the Services, or (b) that a party develops or acquires outside the scope of the Services (collectively
“Background IP”). Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, each party shall retain all rights, title, and
interest (the “Rights”) in and to its Background IP, including any Background IP provided to the other party or otherwise
used in furtherance of the Services.
4.2.
Customer shall own all Rights in and to any reports, output files, and model files based on Customer’s Confidential
Information that are identified in the SOW as items Ansys is required to deliver to Customer (the “Deliverable Files”);
provided Customer has fulfilled all its payment obligations to Ansys under this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing to
the contrary, nothing in this Section 4.2 shall be construed as granting Customer ownership in any Ansys Confidential
Information included within the Deliverable Files. Customer has the right to use any such Confidential Information in
connection with its use of the Services; provided that Customer shall not provide any such Confidential Information to any
third party without prior written consent from Ansys.
4.3.
Subject to the exceptions set forth in Sections 4.2 and 4.4, all Rights in and to any intellectual property in any
software, materials, or know-how a party creates in fulfilling its obligations under this Agreement shall vest in the party that
creates it.
4.4.
Notwithstanding Section 4.2, all Rights in and to any intellectual property in any improvements, modifications, or
derivative works of a party’s Background IP developed in performance of the Services shall vest in the party to whom the
Background IP belongs, regardless of which party creates it.
4.5.
For purposes of this Section 4.5, “Use” shall mean to modify, make derivative works of, reproduce, release, perform,
display, or disclose the Software Deliverable solely for Customer’s own internal use and for no other purposes. Subject to
Customer’s prompt payment in full to Ansys of all fees and other amounts owed to Ansys as they come due under the
Agreement, Ansys hereby grants Customer a non-exclusive, paid-up, non-transferable license to Use any scripts, workflows,
scripted I/O’s, graphical user interface customizations, application interfaces, or preprocessing and postprocessing features
identified in the SOW as items Ansys is required to deliver to Customer (the “Software Deliverables”). Deliverable Files and
Software Deliverables are collectively hereafter referred to as “Deliverables.” Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to
the contrary, in no event shall any commercially available software product of Ansys be considered a Deliverable. Except as
otherwise expressly provided herein or in any applicable SOW, the Customer shall not have the right to license, sublicense or
otherwise transfer the right to Use the Software Deliverables without Ansys’ prior written agreement.
4.6.
The Customer hereby grants to Ansys a fully paid-up, non-exclusive, royalty-free, license to use any Customer
intellectual property needed by Ansys to perform the Services or to develop any Deliverable for the sole purpose of
performing the Services and/or developing any Deliverable.
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4.7.
To the extent Customer submits product samples, boards, prototypes or other hardware samples for testing or failure
analysis Services (collectively, “Samples”), such Samples shall be retained for by Ansys for six (6) months before being
destroyed (excluding any Samples being tested for Customer in connection with any legal proceedings (“Evidentiary
Samples”)). For all Evidentiary Samples, and for any other Samples the Customer desires to be returned upon completion of
the Services, Customer shall provide shipping account number, shipment type (overnight, ground, etc.), complete shipping
address, Customer recipient information and the insured value. All shipping and handling costs for returned Samples
(Evidentiary Samples or otherwise) are at Customer’s expense and Customer acknowledges and agrees that the testing or
failure analysis process may inherently cause damage to or destruction of any Samples.
5.
Warranty
5.1.
Ansys warrants that the Services shall be performed with the standard of care and skill ordinarily used by other
members of the engineering simulation software services profession when undertaking similar services.
5.2.
Any interpretation or analyses of the Customer’s data or Samples, and any recommendation based upon such
interpretations or analyses, are opinions based upon inferences from measurements, testing, observations, and empirical
relationships and assumptions which are not infallible, and with respect to which industry professionals may differ.
Accordingly, Ansys does not warrant the accuracy, correctness or completeness of any such interpretation, analysis, testing,
or recommendation.
5.3.
ANSYS MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, RELATING TO OR
CONCERNING ANY REPORT, TESTING, DELIVERABLE FILES, SOFTWARE DELIVERABLES, MATERIALS,
EQUIPMENT, INFORMATION, OR ANY OTHER WORK PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES CONCERNING THEIR USE OR
PERFORMANCE AND ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.
5.4.
If Ansys fails to perform the Services as warranted hereunder, Customer’s sole remedy will be for Ansys, at Ansys’
option, to (i) replace or modify the Services to correct the breach or (ii) require that the Customer return the non-conforming
portion of Services and provide a partial refund of the fee paid by Customer for the Services. If the portion of the Services
that conform to the warranty cannot be used by the Customer without access to the non-conforming portion of the Services,
Ansys may agree to refund the complete service fee paid by the Customer for the Services, provided that the Customer
returns all of the Deliverables provided by Ansys as part of the Services.
5.5.
CUSTOMER’S REMEDIES AS SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION 5 ARE THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE
REMEDIES TO WHICH CUSTOMER IS ENTITLED FOR BREACH OF WARRANTY.
6.
Liability
6.1.
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, ANSYS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO THE
CUSTOMER OR ANY OTHER PARTY FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, CONSEQUENTIAL,
EXEMPLARY OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES.
6.2.
Customer expressly acknowledges and agrees that Ansys will not and shall not be responsible for any use made of any
report, testing results, materials, equipment, information or any other work arising from the Services, either by the Customer
or any third party.
6.3.
EXCLUDING ANSYS’ IP INFRINGEMENT INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS SET FORTH IN SECTION 2,
IN NO EVENT SHALL ANSYS’ LIABILITY TO THE CUSTOMER OR ANY THIRD PARTY RELATING TO THE
SERVICES EXCEED THE AMOUNT PAID BY THE CUSTOMER TO ANSYS FOR THE SERVICES, REGARDLESS
OF THE FORM OF THE ACTION.
6.4.
The Services (including testing) are analytical and advisory in nature and are not a substitute for rigorous and
comprehensive analysis and testing by the Customer of products or components intended for sale or use by the Customer
beyond the Services provided by Ansys. The Customer has the sole and final responsibility for determining the accuracy,
correctness, and suitability of the Services for any purpose, as well as full responsibility for all financial and other decisions
concerning its products, components, and operations.
7.
Termination
7.1.
Either party may terminate the Services immediately upon written notice in the event of a breach of any material term
or condition of this Agreement and failure of the breaching party to remedy or commence sufficient remedial steps to cure such
breach within thirty (30) days following receipt of written notice from the non-breaching party specifying the breach and
outlining the requirements for remediation.
7.2.
Either party may terminate the Services at any time upon thirty (30) days prior written notice in the event of: (i)
termination or cessation of the business of the other party; or (ii) filing of a voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy, receivership,
or similar proceeding with respect to the other party.
7.3.
In the event of termination of this Agreement by either party for any reason, the Customer shall pay Ansys for that
portion of the Services that Ansys has completed and any irrevocable commitments entered into by Ansys up to the date of
termination.
7.4.
The provisions of Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 shall survive any termination of this Agreement.
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8.
Miscellaneous
8.1.
This Agreement and SOW constitute the full understanding of the parties and a complete and exclusive statement of
the terms regarding the Services. In the event of any conflict between this Agreement and the SOW, the order of precedence
is as follows: (1) the Agreement; and (2) the SOW. No modification of this Agreement or waiver of any of its terms or
conditions shall have any effect unless made in writing and signed by the party to be bound.
8.2.
Neither party shall assign this Agreement without the prior written consent of the other party, which shall not be
unreasonably withheld, provided that either party shall have the right to assign this Agreement to any successor by way of
merger or consolidation or the acquisition of all or substantially all of the business and assets of the assigning party related to
the subject matter of this Agreement and that such successor shall expressly assume all of the obligations and liabilities of the
assigning party hereunder. Any assignment in violation of this Section 8.2 shall be void. The terms and conditions of this
Agreement shall be binding upon and enforceable by the successor and permanent assign of the assigning party. The parties
acknowledge that their respective legal counsel have reviewed this Agreement and that any rule of construction to the effect
that any ambiguity is to be resolved against the drafting party shall not be applicable in the interpretation of this Agreement.
The headings used herein are for reference and convenience only and shall not be used in the interpretation of this Agreement.
8.3.
In providing the Services, Ansys shall act as independent contractor. Ansys shall not be and shall make no
representation of being an employee or agent of the Customer. Ansys shall pay all federal, state and local taxes and
withholdings which are or become due on any money paid by the Customer to Ansys under this Agreement.
8.4.
The rights and obligations of the parties hereto shall be governed by the substantive law of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, excluding the United Nations Convention on the International Sale of Goods and choice of law provisions. The
parties hereto submit themselves to the venue and jurisdiction of the federal and state courts maintaining jurisdiction over
Washington County, Pennsylvania for purposes of any legal proceedings arising under or relating to this Agreement.
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